
AIPEX Virtual Concierge Echo Device Troubleshooting Procedure 

 

1. Go through the process of creating a property, adding and publishing content, and 
adding a device. Instructional videos are available at 
https://www.aipextech.com/support/getting-started/afh-device-management.  

2. Once you have a property set up and a device associated with it, in the AIPEX portal, go 
to the property and under the Devices menu on the left, confirm that you can see the 
device associated with the property and that it is also online. 

At this point, you have confirmed that the property, content and device have been properly set up. 

3. On the device itself, ensure that the Device Serial Number (DSN) matches the DSN 
shown on the AIPEX portal for this property. This step is important – if the device thinks 
it belongs to a different property or no property, go through the setup process with 
the device, following the instructional videos. 

At this point, you have confirmed that the DSN is the correct and expected DSN for this property.  

4. Once you know that the device belongs at this property but it is not operating as 
expected, proceed to do a simple power-cycle by unplugging the device and plugging it 
back in. 

5. Verify that the device is not muted - if muted, the ring on an Echo dot glows red. To 
unmute, toggle the mute button on the device until the red light goes off. 

6. Validate that the device is online and responding by saying “Alexa, what’s the 
population of the world” (or another general-purpose Alexa question).  

a. If the device does not respond with the expected answer, confirm that wifi is 
available at the property. Once confirmed, if the device remains unable to 
connect: 

1. The device might not be in the Wi-Fi range. Move it closer to the 
router and away from walls, metal objects, or other possible 
sources of interference. 

2. Reduce Wi-Fi congestion. Turn off any Wi-Fi-connected devices 
you aren't using and see if this solves your Wi-Fi connectivity 
problems. 

3. If the device is still not responding with the expected answer: 
a. Double check step 1 – the DSN of the device matches the 

DSN shown on the AIPEX portal for this property.  
b. Once this is confirmed, it means that the device was not 

set up on this wifi network. To remedy this, go through the 
device setup process (see Reference A below). 

At this point, you have confirmed that the device is connected to the internet, and able to answer 
normal Alexa questions. 

https://www.aipextech.com/support/getting-started/afh-device-management


b. If the device responds with the expected answer, then you have confirmed that 
the device is online. Now to confirm the device is operating as expected: In the 
AIPEX portal, ensure you have a content item with the tag of Wifi in your 
property’s content, and the content has been published. Then say: “Alexa, 
what’s the wifi password”. Take note of whether that response was expected or 
not (based on the wifi content item for that property). Either way, then say, 
“Alexa, ask our host”. The expected response to ‘ask our host’ is “Welcome to 
<property name>” or “I hope you are having a great time at <property name>” 
or a similar welcome message, and the <property name> should be the correct 
physical location and the name that matches in the AIPEX system. 

i. If the response to the wifi question WAS the correct expected response 
AND the response to ‘ask our host’ was the correct expected response, 
then the device is properly configured and operational. 

ii. If the response to the wifi question was NOT the correct expected 
response BUT the response to ‘ask our host’ was the correct expected 
response, then NFSI has not yet been enabled at this property. Let the 
AIPEX team know via support@aipextech.com and we will get it enabled. 

iii. If the response to the wifi question WAS an AIPEX custom content answer 
BUT the response to ‘ask our host’ included a different property name, 
then the device thinks it is installed at a different property. If you choose 
to continue to use this device, go through the device setup process (see 
Reference A below). 

iv. If the response to the wifi question WAS NOT the correct expected 
response AND the response to ‘ask our host’ was “Oops, we had a 
problem accessing your data…”, this means that the device is on a retail 
Amazon account. Now we need to determine if it is on the correct 
Amazon Provisioning account, or a different retail Amazon account. To do 
this, say “Alexa, what account am I in”. If a device has not yet been 
associated to a property and it is on an Amazon Provisioning account, the 
expected response will be: “I’m not sure who’s speaking, but you’re in 
<first name’s> account. To teach me to recognize your voice, just say 
learn my voice.” (<first name> should be the first name that is specified 
on the Amazon Provisioning account). 

1. If the device is on the correct Provisioning account, in the AIPEX 
portal you can go to the property and then under the ‘Devices’ 
menu, hit ‘Add Device’ and it will be added. 

2. If the device is not on the correct Provisioning account, put it into 
setup mode and, using the Alexa app, ensure that you are logged 
in with the correct Provisioning account, and complete the device 
setup process. (see Reference A). Then in the AIPEX portal you can 
go to the property and then under the ‘Devices’ menu, hit ‘Add 
Device’ and it will be added 
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Reference A: Device Setup Process 

1. Put the device into setup mode. Note that this could take up to 45 seconds if the device 
was ‘recycled’ from a prior property, but was not first unassociated from the original 
property using the AIPEX portal. In that situation, a factory reset is required, which takes 
longer. Otherwise, putting the device into setup mode under normal circumstances 
takes less than 20 seconds. 

2. Using the Alexa app on your phone or web browser, ensure that you are logged in with 
the correct Provisioning account, and complete the device setup process.  

3. In the AIPEX portal, go to the property and then under the ‘Devices’ menu, hit ‘Add 
Device’ and the device will be associated to the property within 2 minutes. 

 


